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The Coercive Force of Carbon Steel and NEEL'S Theory 

Mitsuru ASANUMA and Sy6hei MIYAHARA 

(Received January 30, 1952) 

In the pres<:mt paper, we verified experimentally the NEET.'s theory on coercive 
force. NEEL'S theoretical formula of coercive force is given as the function of the 
size of non-ferromagnetic inclusion. We seperated the measured curve of coercive 
force to a part due to internal stress and to a part due to the size of non-ferro
magnetic inclusion, and then compared the latter with NEEl.'S theoretical formula.(l) 
This experimental result was in good agreement with theoretical one. 

1. Introduction.-

Recently L. N f.~EI, proposed a theory of coercive force, taking 
into account the cavities or non-magnetic inclusions dispersed in 
ferromagnetics, which cause the increase of area of domain bounda
ries and magnetostatic energies when boundary moves. Though 
his theory seems very plausible, no satisfactory experimental proof 
has yet been given. The present paper concerns an experimental 
verification of NEfr}s theory. As specimens tempered carbon steels 
were used, as their magnetic and mechanical properties are well
known and controllable by heat treatments. Difficulties in de
termining the size of non-magnetic precipitates have been over
come by use of electron microscope. 

2. Specimens. 

Two kinds of specimens of carbon steel, one with 0.4% and the 
other with 0.8396 carbon content, were suppli~d from Nippon
Seikosho Ltd. They were normalized in an electric furnace at 
800De for one hour, and then quenched into cold water. and tempered 
for one hour at various temperatures. The variation of tempera
ture did not exceed +lODe during the tempering. 

3. Coercive forces of tern.pered steels. 

The coercive forces of tempered carbon steels have been indeed 
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reported by many inv~stigators, but it was worth repeating the 
measurement of coercive forces for t~0 two specimens tempej:ed 
at various temperatures, for the values might be expected 'to be 
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Fig. 1. Variation with temperature of coercive 
forces of steels, 

a: eutectoid steel. 
b: 0.4;'6 carbon steel. 

strongly structure sensi
tive. The specimen previ
ously magnetized with an 
electromagnet to complete 
s:tturation, was exposed to 
an opposite magnetic field 
produced by a solenoidal 
coil, and the field neces
sary to effect complete de
magnetization was meas
ured. The results are 
shown in Fig. l. 

The curve represen
ting the coercive force as 
a function of tempering 
temperature shows a l'adid 
decrease up to 250 'C, and 
beyond this temperature 

becomes flatt.ened showing slight increase up to 500°0, where it 
begins to decrease again. These features are common to both 
0.496 carbon and eutadoid steels. 

From the stress theory of 
coercive force one can hardly 
understand these peculiar be-
haviors. 

4. Mechanical hardness. 

The mechani~al h:trdness 
was measured by Vicker's 
hardness testei'. The results 
are illustrated in Fig. 2. In 
this case the value of hardness 
decreases slowly up to 250°C, 
beyond which it decreases more 
rapidly. This behavior sug-

o 
Fig. 2. 
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Variation with temperature of 
VrcKEJ('s hardness of steel. 
a: eutectoid steel. 
b: 0..1 carbon steel. 
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gests monotonic decrease of internal stress, ,hence the inadequacy 
of the stress theory of coercive force. In Fig. 3 curve I gives the 
ratio of the cO!?;t'.cive 
forces of 0.4 % carbon 
and eutectoid steels and 
curve II that of the 
mechanical hardness of 
both kinds of steels. 

The ratio Of the 
hardnesses is nearly in
dependent of tempera
ture, showing that the 
softening mechanism ,is 
simple and common, 
while the ratio of the 
coercive forces drops 
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more or less above 200?C, Fig. 3. 
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which indicates that the mechanism of the change of coercive force 
with temperature is not so simple and probably different below and 
above' 250?C. From these facts it is suggested that the cementite 
grains which appear frequently above 250°C play an important role 
in this case as predicted from N [,:EL'S theory. 

5. Electron microscopic examination of grain size of cementite. 

Metallographically the tempered steel is the so-called troostite 
that is considered to be the decomposing martensite, or a-phase 
of iron including finely dispersed submicroscopic cementite grains. 
In th~. present work the small grains of cementite were searched 
out by, means of an electron microscope. As specimen we took 
only eulectoid steeL 

The polished surface of specimen, after being etched with 5,90 
alcohol solution of picric acid, was covered with the solution of 
methyl-meta-acrirate and quietly dried. The poly-acrirate film torn 
off from~the' specimen was then coated with aluminum film by the 
evaporationtmethod. By dissolving the organic part of the film 
in acetone, we could get the thin aluminum film which served as 
the specimen for electron microscope. Although this two-step repli
ca method was somewhat troublesome, we could not find any better 
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method of sampling-adapted for use in electron-microscope. The 
photograms taken are shown in Fig. 4. 

a 

b 

Fig. 4. a: 560"C t~mpered eutectoid steel. 
b: 500°C tempered eutectoid steel. x 40,000 
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The unfavorable point of the electron microscopic examination 
lies in its narrow field of vision. Besides, we have no standard 
photogram of tempered steels. But as a result of careful exami
nation of the photograms in sequence of tempering temperatures, 
we arrived at the conclusion that the small droplets, as seen in 
the figures, must be cementite grains. The mean size of cementite 
grain is given in the following table. It must however be noticed 
that the statistical conclusion is not satisfactory, sipce the number 
of measured grains is rather smalJ. 

Tempering temperature 290°(3 1 380°0 I 440°0 1 470°0 500°0 1 560°0 

Mean diameter pf cementite I 0.042 1 0.050 1 0.044 1 0.057 0.063
1 0.083 

It was observed that th~ cementite grain hegins to appear 
when the t@Jn}JtWing t~m~r~t1ir~ @~~ps 2.50°C and that the grain 
size increases with increasing temperature. 

Accprdipg to N E;Er:s theory, th~ sjze of non~f~rr.omagnetic in
clusiont'l has 1:J, (i!riti<:!al valu~ in its influence. Name.ly, below and 
above th~ ~riti~al value the grajn growth caus.es the ipcrease. q;n,d 
the de ere. ase ,Of ~()ercive. for~ere.spgctively. 

S,q.ch .a c:l?itie;;tl size ii? th{l:Llght to be of the ,Order ,of the thi~k
ness of the :boundary wall .of magnetic Q.omajns. 

CO.er.cive. £ol:'~e He d:ue to inclusiQPs is given by: 
when tJ.w :g'l'ajjl1 :size. ~ssm:allel:' thaP the ~critjcal value, 

He = [4;73 X lOnp-o.99 X 10HlJ (f}13 (1) 

where p is the radius and IZ the volulll.e fractiWl,Of the grajn.; w,1:;teJ). 
the grain size is greater than the critical value, 

(2) 

wher~ .d ;is the diameter .of the grain. 
N@cw,iiif the eoerciv:e force were ·to depend only on internal stress, 
the cu,r.v:eshoulcl have the form (b) in Fig. 5, which is in accordance 
with the ~Ulwe ,of mechanical 'hardness. Subtracting the assumed 
curve '0b'9 ifromthe actual curve (a), we obtain the .curve (c), which 
is to ih>e ,co;nsidered as that part of coercive force which depends 
0nhv ·on;bhe non-magnetic inclusions i. e. cementites. 

Above-mentioned consideration is indeed not exact, for the co
ercive fOl'ce depends, accol'dingto t13ECKER-l(ERS[[EN~S and N f:Em's 
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o 500 
Fig. 5. a : measured curve. 

b: the curve of coercive force due to internal stress. 
c: the cqrve of coercive force due to precipitation of 

cementite. 

theory, on the internal stress, the size of inclusions and the thick
ness of domain wall, the last one being in itself the function of 
internal stress, so that the effect of internal stress and that of 
inclusions are not additive. However, the above consideration would 
not make a serious error, because the internal stress is small in 
the temperature region, where the inclusion becomes significant. 
In fStct, the curve (c) is found to be in good agreement with the 
expression (1), the maximum point of the curve (c) corresponds to 
the temperature at which the mean diameter of cementite grain 
is 0.08 fi; this is just the right size expected from . the thickness 
of the wall of magnetic domains. 
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